Spytech’s SpyAgent™ Software Will Protect Your Kids From Cyberbullying
And Online Predators… Keep Tabs On Unfaithful Partners… And Catch
Employees Ripping You Off!

The Internet is a Pandora’s Box…On one hand, it’s the greatest innovation
since the light bulb. On the other, it’s one of the most dangerous places on
the planet.
A virtual, electronic cesspool of theft, deceit, and sexual perversion like
we’ve never seen before―And it’s delivered at the speed of light into your
home and business where your children, spouse and employees can have
unfettered access.
Enter SpyAgent™ software by SpyTech. Using “Stealth-Mode” this
revolutionary software protects and keeps an eye on your children,
employees and better half…without them ever knowing it.

Children become Net-savvy very fast. By the time most children in America
reach the first grade, they know how to use a mouse, keyboard and surf the
Internet.
Most of the time, kids are merely playing online games that are fun and
educational. Many of these games are online virtual worlds like Roblox™
and Minecraft™. With games like these, your children have the ability to
play and build things, as well as chat and interact with other players.
However, your child could unwittingly be chatting with criminals!
Virtual worlds have virtual sex predators lurking on them. These perverts are
Phishing ― Attempting to gain sensitive information from children
about who they are---where they go to school---and where they live!

Fact: 65% of online sex offenders use social networking sites to gain home
and school information about the victim.
Another extremely dangerous threat to kids is Cyberbullying. Malicious
gossiping, hate speech, and trash talk on social networking sites have led to
a dramatic rise in teenage suicide.
Further reports and studies from 2014 show:


In a 2014 children’s poll, half reported experiencing
cyberbullying by other kids ―10% to 20% of them experience
it repeatedly!



Victims of Cyberbullies are likely to suffer from low self-esteem
and consider suicide as a solution to their problem.



A shocking one-third of children polled reported bullies issuing
online threats!

Social media sites like Facebook, MySpace and Twitter are breeding
grounds of Cyberbullying. Teens frequently are victims of mean, vicious
attacks by others that trash them online for entertainment, or to just
embarrass them.
Consumer Reports conducted a study and found that one million
children were brutally harassed or subjected to cyberbullying on
Facebook alone during 2014.
Protect Your Kids With Industry-Standard Technology
Using SpyAgent™ software, your child will receive a high level of protection
that is unparalleled in the industry. SpyAgent offers your children this bundle
of protection:
 SpyAgent’s Monitoring System tracks all social networking
sites accessed. It also records transcripts of all email, and
attachments sent.


Spy Agent captures both sides of chat conversations. Record what
was said on applications like MSN Messenger, G-Chat, Skype and
Excite ― You’ll be able to easily see what was said where it came
from!

 Prevent your kids from accessing harmful material by using
SpyAgent’s Site-Blocking Tool. You can even block entire

categories of sites like dating, porn, and gaming ― Thwarting
children from going to destructive sites in the first place!
“Thank you! I use this to monitor my kids Internet usage, Every
parent should know about this. Thanks again - your support team
is wonderful.”
Steve M.

“I bought SpyAgent a few months ago on-line. It downloaded and
worked fine. Helped me "discover" some stuff about my kids and
helped greatly in correcting behavior....thanks!”
Shawn H.
If You Want To Protect Your Children
Using SpyAgent™ Immediately…

Ever Wonder Why Employees And Subordinates Minimize Their
Computer Screens Every Time You Walk By?
The Internet is a very distracting tool; even decent, hardworking people are
sidetracked by it. It’s extremely easy to check email, send a message or
look at irrelevant sites.
Dishonest employees will use your valuable company time gaming, watching
porn, chatting with friends and looking for a better job.
This is costing your business BIG MONEY!
Fact: Forbes magazine reported that nation-wide, employees chew up
$175 million in just two days during the month of March alone!
Forbes also reported:



A disturbing 39% of employees were wasting at least an hour
a day



21% were wasting 2 to 5 hours



At least 8% were goofing around most of the entire work day
Porn Can Cause The Biggest Trouble At Work

Recent studies by Neilson Ratings have found that 25% of the adults at work
are looking at Internet pornography. 70% of this activity occurred between
the hours of 9AM and 5PM during the normal workday.
Not only is this behavior eating up company time and money, but it
can also land you in serious legal trouble!
Employees that look at porn online get noticed by other employees. Many of
their coworkers are the opposite sex, or may have serious religious
convictions. This can lead to sexual harassment and workplace legal action
if not corrected.
Not only that, but your company’s Internet bandwidth will be drained by
employees looking at porn images and video as well. Your business’s
profits, productivity and reputation could all get wasted due to this behavior.
Your Company’s Secrets Compromised
As you know from watching the news, trade secrets and important company
data can easily be leaked. If it can happen with highly sensitive government
files ― it can happen to you.
The biggest threat to businesses are irate employees that feel they have
been offended by their employers.
Fact: A study conducted by the Secret Service shows that 92% of leaked
information and other subversive measures by employees were due to
“negative work-related events”. In other words, an overwhelming
number of pissed-off employees leak valuable company files after
poor job performance reviews!
Not only that, but a mad employee can also:


Steal customer databases to start their own business



Sell trade secrets like recipes, engineering plans, blueprints, and
manuscripts



Leak info that can damage the company’s reputation



Point out overlooked deficiencies to government regulators
SpyAgent Software ― Catching and
Identifying Employee Abuse!

When you consider the costs of lost employee time, sexual harassment
problems, and damage by infuriated employees, the price of protecting your
interests with SpyAgent’s software is very minimal.
SpyAgent can covertly catch violators by:
 Taking screen-captures so you can see the exact pictures your
employees have been looking at.
 Giving you detailed, and printable graphic log reports highlighting your
employee’s top activities… You’ll be able to see exactly where they’ve
been spending their time during the work day!
 Allowing you to see email correspondences and attachments
sent during company time. You’ll find out fast if someone is
leaking company secrets and compromising your security!
 As an administrator, you’ll be able to block employee’s abilities to
launch harmful applications and viruses ―Protecting your company’s
Intranet from malicious attacks!
“Fantastic product!! Got the snippet of information required to
get rid of an abusive employee.
Thanks again for your help.”
Paul

“Your promptness of service and support is fantastic. I
recommend your software to many of my peers in the Information
Security field. Thanks for a great product!”
William B.

If You Want SpyAgent Protection For
Your Company and Interests…

The Internet has made it very easy for your spouse or partner to cheat on
you. Most double-timers don’t think that online flirting by chatting is
cheating…That’s just the way they justify it.
The sad reality is divorce rates and breakup occurrences have risen
dramatically since the Internet has gone public.
Fact: According to the Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, Facebook,
Myspace, YouTube, Twitter and LinkedIn are main players in divorces over
the last five years.
If the Internet is the Information Highway, then there are a lot of hook-up
hotels along its way. Consider this:


Popular online Websites like EroticAffairs.com, Ashley Madison,
and Affairs Club are dedicated to encouraging people to cheat!



Single men and women start relationships with people they met online.
Many times, these people, are predators that use the Internet to plan
stealing and extorting money from them.



Statistics show that online porn addiction, overwhelmingly
plays a major role in legal break ups with spouses or significant
others ― leaving behind parentless children and financial ruin
in their wake

With SpyAgent software, you’ll be able to keep tabs on your significant
other and confront them before things go too far. Our software is loaded
with these protective measures:
 SpyAgent has a patented “Stealth-Mode” ― you’ll be
monitoring Internet activity without them ever knowing it!

 Keeping a log on social media and “hook-up” sites to track where your
significant other is spending time
 Record, view and print chat logs to from applications like MSN
Messenger, Google Chat, AOL Instant Messenger, Skype and
many others
 Log and view all email events sent by your computers. See all SMTP
and POP3 messages and attachments. You’ll know exactly who your
better-half is writing to and what they’re saying!
“…your software works perfectly. In fact, I discovered my
girlfriend has been cheating on me for as long as we have been
dating. Even worse, she picked up the pace once she moved in
with me.
Thanks for the help. I've repeatedly asked her about some of her
behavior that's made me wonder and she's repeatedly explained it
away or flat-out lied to me. Your product has provided exactly
what I needed, and I'm only sorry that I've had to use it to
protect myself…”
David H.
Find out ASAP if your “loved one”
is cheating on you! To use
SpyAgent and automatically learn the truth…

Whether it’s keeping perverted sex offenders away from your kids, a
cheating spouse, or infuriated and lazy employees…SpyAgent can catch
them with their “pants down”--- and they’ll never even know how you
did it!

As soon as SpyAgent is on your hard drive, you’ll have unlimited protection
24/7/365 for your kids, business and relationships. This is technology that
never gets tired of keeping tabs on YOUR valuable assets.
Consider these online spy tools:

Keystroke Surveillance ― Not only can you log and keep track of
keystrokes, but you’ll be able to see the time, and window they were typed
into. This will give you intimate knowledge of what your suspect is
searching for online.

Covert Password Capture – Passwords are captured and flagged for
easy viewing. During screenshot capturing, SpyAgent displays related
screenshots next to the keystroke entries. You’ll not only be able to view
the websites your suspected party was logging into, but you’ll also be able to
log in and check their account ―using their password!

Website Activity Log ― View which sites have been visited, browsers
used, and searches performed. You’ll have access to the name that went to
the site, how long they were there, and what pages they were on. There’ll
be no doubt in your mind what was looked at… and for how long!

Mouse Monitor – This tool shows you exactly what page the user was
on and what links were used. ― Find out precisely what the user was
interested in and what he clicked on!

Virtual Viewing & Control ― Connecting to your computer’s desktop,
you can watch activities AS THEY HAPPEN. Not only that…but you’ll have
TOTAL control of the target computer’s keyboard and mouse. This’ll send a
clear message to the guilty party that you’re on top of the situation and
aware of what they’re up to!

By now, we’re sure you see the value of our product and the protection it
can provide your family and assets. Try our product for free and see
how easy it is to set up and use!
With a mere click of a button, you can download and try our high-stealth
SpyAgent Software to see if it’s the “real deal”. Once downloaded,
you’ll have access to our program in 30 minute segments. After that
time you’ll see a pop-up notifying you that your trial has ended for that
period.

You may want to take action get the full version on your hard drive
immediately so you can put a solid lock on these frightening problems.

Our product is guaranteed to give you the level of protection and service you
expect it to. If it doesn’t protect your children, uncover dishonest
employees and unveil deceitful behavior from loved ones, then we’ll gladly
fix the problem or refund your money.
You really can’t put a price on the kind of peace of mind and protection
we’re offering you. So, buy and download your copy right now!

$149.99
$98.65
Now Only:

$69.95

Need more proof? Read these testimonials…
“I believe your product helped us keep our youngest off drugs.
WE were right on top of what was going on.
My husband and I have said maybe when our son is 30 we will tell
him how we knew what was going on and when. Your product very
well may have saved his life.
One of his friends died of an overdose last Nov. 4 others were
arrested 2 years ago. 3 are still on probation the 4th one is in
state prison.
These are all great kids just got messed up with the wrong
stuff. Your product really gave us an INSIDE to what was going
on. EVERY parent of a preteen or teenager should have it on
their computer. Feel free to use my name if anyone needs a
testimonial to your product.”
We’ll gladly recommend your product to our friends.”
Marilyn P.

“I really appreciate the rapid response. A GREAT product with
excellent customer care. Top notch operation.”

Rob G.
VERY Satisfied Customer

“To Whom It May Concern,
I want to let you know that your software was instrumental in my
catching my husband at several things. First and foremost, he
was viewing pornography that had very upsetting titles to me.
Although not true "child" porn, the titles included illegal
ages. He's been hitting "married but looking" websites too!
Once I knew the depth of what was going on, I copied the hard
drive and sent the original to a "computer forensic" person. My
15 year old daughter and I are on our way to exiting a
potentially dangerous relationship.”
(Name withheld for privacy)

“The help provided to resolve my recent problem was exceptional.
Your staff member was quick to respond and guided me through the
resolution process. I expected this process to take several day
when in fact it took less than 48 hours. Thanks again to the
entire team.”
Regards,
Joe V.

“You have some GREAT software. My girlfriend's son visited for a
couple months and pretty much camped out on KAZAA. Within a
month or so after he left, that computer was rendered virtually
useless. I was groaning at the prospect of having to wipe it
clean and load everything all over again. I bought your
software, loaded it...and the pop-up demons have been purged!
Helped me "discover" some stuff about my kids and helped greatly
in correcting behavior....sage is back to normal. Thanks!
This is good stuff. I tried the "free versions" and they didn't
do the trick. Yours did.”
Dr. David V.

“Thanks for putting out such a great program -- I have no
reservations about turning my kids loose on the net knowing that
I can track their every move! It puts us parents back in the
driver's seat when it comes to an otherwise scary place for our
kids -- the Internet!”
Todd N.

“…your quick response to my support questions is much
appreciated. I can't get support like this from most of the
larger companies I deal with. Thanks again!”
-Bud P.

“…You guys are the best! I tried another program first and you
needed to be a computer engineer to use it! fast service, easy
to use, highly recommend!”
(Name withheld for privacy)

“Very happy, discussing with Boss about becoming a reseller for
the schools here in New Zealand.”(Name withheld for privacy)
“Thanks for all of your help! This is great if you think your
teenagers are not being fully honest. :)”
Lynn

“Nathan,
“Thanks again for all of your help. I received my upgrade just
fine and I am very grateful. SpyAgent has been a very useful
tool in this household. I have a sixteen year old son and a
thirteen year old daughter, he has a wondering eye, and I use
SpyAgent to see what I need to block him from. My daughter on
the other hand is a good girl, it’s the outside element I have
to watch, some of her friends have sent her things that were
inappropriate, this helps me identify those children that we
don’t want associating with ours. I recommend your software
whenever I can, I know of a few parents that have taken my
advice ... Anyway, thanks again, you have been a Godsend.”
Talmadge P.

$149.99
$98.65
Now Only:

$69.95

